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The New Travelpro® Crew™ 11 Luggage Collection
Enhances the Travel Experience for Discerning Professionals
--This Collection is Durable, Lightweight and Wired for Travelers on the Go -Boca Raton, FL –July 12, 2016 – Travelpro®, the leader in luggage known internationally for
being Pilot Designed, Flight Crew Tested®, is proud to introduce its bold new Crew™ 11
collection. Designed exclusively for those always rushing to the airport, seaport or train station, this
versatile 14-piece collection of Spinner and Rollaboard® luggage is packed with innovations that
make travel incredibly hassle-free and pleasurable.
Business executives and all frequent fliers will appreciate the Crew 11’s innovative features, such
as MagnaTrac™ self-aligning wheels, Power Scope Extension Handle and the Contour Grip
designed specifically for Spinner luggage. Plus, an integrated USB Port on select Carry-ons helps
power-up phones or tablets on the move. With 10 Carry-ons, this stylish collection is designed for
today’s high-mileage travelers who put a premium on design excellence, quality and durability.
“The fact that flight crews for over 90 airlines use Travelpro luggage speaks volumes,” said Ron
Wood, Executive Vice President of Sales for the Travelpro family of brands. “We are pleased to
present the new Crew 11 collection, which exceeds the high standards that have come to define
our company -- amazingly durable construction, travel-tested features, premium fabrics, innovative
design and quality materials built to go the distance.”
As anyone who has ever maneuvered through a busy airport knows, most Spinner luggage drifts
or pulls to one side or the other, putting strain on the shoulder, arm, wrist and hand. 360-degree
dual Spinner wheels on Crew 11 pieces have patented MagnaTrac™, a revolution in Spinner
technology in which magnets instantly align the wheels to track effortlessly in any direction. Crew
11-Since access and security are critical, this collection contains features sure to please the savviest
technophiles. For power on the move, select models have an integrated exterior USB Port that
allows the connection of any USB device to a Power Bank(battery) stored in a separate, dedicated
pocket. Wheeled Totes excel at business with padded sleeves that fit most standard size laptops
and tablets, and the 20” Business-plus Carry-on Business Organizer stores tablets and laptops up
to 15.6”, plus all of your essentials for easy access on the road. An RFID-blocking interior pocket
keeps credit cards and passports hidden and protected against identity theft.
Comfort is also paramount, which is why our patented Contour Grip has cushioned touch points
and fits perfectly in the hand for more control when pushing Spinner luggage. The patented Power
Scope Extension Handle minimizes wobble, with stops at 38”, 40” and extra-tall 42.5”, ensuring an
easy roll for users of different heights. Made of airline-grade aluminum tubes, it’s strong and stable
enough to support a tote or case. Rich leather top and side carry handles along with a bottom
handle cup provide comfortable and convenient handholds.

As they say, the ‘devil is in the details,’ and nowhere is that more apparent than in the Crew 11
collection. Intelligent SUPRA™ Zipper Heads are engineered to resist damage from daily use and
abuse, and the high quality ballistic nylon fabric is designed to be both rugged and fashionably
textured, with DuraGuard® coating featuring stain and abrasion resistance.
Strength and durability are hallmarks of the Travelpro brand, and the Crew 11 collection meets
and exceeds those standards. A strong, lightweight Honeycomb frame system provides
outstanding durability, while crash protection wheel housings, corner guards and skid guards offer
safety over the long haul. High performance inline sealed ball-bearing wheels, built for highmileage travel, are professionally tested to ensure the smoothest of rolls. Stable even when fully
packed, the Crew 11’s integrated 4-Point Stability System on Rollaboards prevents tipping when
luggage is packed and standing upright.
Packing options are incredibly varied in this premier and comprehensive collection. A roomy main
compartment offers tapered expansion of up to 2” on select models, maximizing packing flexibility
while keeping the center of gravity low. Our deluxe Suiter reduces wrinkles during travel, while a
built-in zippered wet-pocket is perfect for storing toiletries or wet clothing.
The Carry-On Rolling Garment Bag provides convenient packing as mesh lid compartments keep
clothes organized. Multiple pockets allow for handy storage of cables, socks, belts and toiletries.
In addition, a padded roll bar and extension panel for longer garments have been included to
ensure clothes arrive wrinkle-free.

Available in rich black and distinctive indigo colors, this collection consists of the following pieces:
Deluxe Tote, Bi-fold Garment Bag, Rolling Tote, 20”Expandable Business Plus Rollaboard, 22”
and 26” Expandable Rollaboard Suiters, Spinner Tote, Rolling Carry-on Garment Bag, 50”
Garment Bag, 21”, 25” and 29” Expandable Spinners, International Carry-on Rollaboard and
International Carry-on Spinner.
The Crew 11 collection is in demand for its extraordinary performance and top of the line durability.
For additional information on Crew 11 or any of Travelpro’s other expansive lines of outstanding
luggage, please contact mario@gohrmc.com or call 305-573-0882.
About Travelpro
For over 25 years, Travelpro®has prided itself on design innovation and durability in crafting the
highest quality luggage for travelers worldwide. Since transforming the ease of modern day travel
with the Original Rollaboard® wheeled luggage, Travelpro has been the brand of choice for flight
crews and frequent travelers on every continent. The company is dedicated to building a lifelong
relationship with our customers by consistently meeting and exceeding their expectations.
Among many honors received, in 2015 The Wirecutter, a cutting-edge source known for promoting
the ‘best gadgets and gear for people in the know,’ tested 31 bags over the last three years and
determined that the Travelpro Platinum Magna™ 2 22” Expandable Rollaboard® Suiter is the best
carry-on bag on the market. The Travelpro Crew™ 10 22” Expandable Rollaboard® Suiter
received the 2nd place award.
Please visit Travelpro at www.travelpro.com for a full list of the latest products and retail locations.
Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/travelpro;Twitter at
https://twitter.com/Travelpmm; our blogs at www.travelproluggageblog.com;Pinterest at
www.pinterest.com/doodlecora1/travelpro-luggage; and Instagram at
www.instagram.com/explore/tags/travelpro.
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